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ABSTRACT
Through the powder metallurgy process, copper and iron powders were mixed in the proportions Cu between 15% to
75% and iron from 25% to 85% that made up the binary material systems. Material systems were topographically
characterized with atomic force microscopy. Corrosion tests were established using potentiodynamic polarization
curves. The worn surfaces' characterization was carried out by means of a Confocal Scanning Laser Microscope to
complement the study. It was determined that the mixtures' stability and behaviour have different behaviours
depending on the evaluated system because the wear system caused, indicating that the phenomenon can be additive.
The corrosive phenomenon is dominantly affected by the microstructure of the material. From the results found, it is
possible to infer that the best systems evaluated by corrosive contain the highest percentage of copper content. The
topographic variation indicates the transition from the active zone to the passive zone of the metal due to
electrochemical reactions in the presence of aggressive media.
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INTRODUCTION
The powder metallurgical process is used to increase the pieces' mechanical resistance due to the high
homogeneity and control of the size of the grains. By sintering, it is possible to join metallic alloys that are
difficult to be combined (because they are refractory or because they have very different melting
temperatures), allowing the production of parts from complex melting,forging, and machining materials. 1-4
The use of powder metallurgy has become popular on an industrial scale because it has allowed the
development of advanced materials, obtaining metal parts that are difficult to manufacture with excellent
tolerances, high quality, and series production.5,6 The industrial application of the Fe-Cu binary alloy system
covers sintered stainless steels such as different types of filters, ABS rings for automobiles. Also, in food
industry equipment such as utensils, and kitchen accessories. This is because these elements have low
resistance to corrosion due to interconnected porosity.7-10 The powder metallurgical process depends on the
characterization and metallic powder control.
The powder production method influences the particles morphology and the exact nature of the particle size
distribution.11 These properties also direct powders' behaviour during compaction and sintering and the
composition, structure, and properties of the sintered material. Metallic powders must be considered raw
material and not as a final product and produced, considering their application. 12
Iron and copper mixtures increase the matrix's resistance, improve wear resistance, provide antifriction
qualities, and resistance to atmospheric corrosion and chemical agents, especially in contact with sulfuric
acid.13 The hardening of iron due to the dissolution of copper in the crystalline lattice develops greater
resistance and hardness. The consolidation of this type of material is carried out by an atypical cold pressing
process and subsequent sintering.14 Some research highlights that the Fe-Cu intermetallic compound has
shown the best wear and corrosion properties by varying factors such as temperature, time, pressure, and
chemical composition to obtain parts with the appropriate characteristics.15-17 The effect of copper on steels
improves mechanical resistance, provides good resistance to impact and abrasion. Copper has been used in
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high-alloy and stainless steel to improve corrosion resistance. Copper has been used in stainless and highalloy steels to improve corrosion resistance in specific environments, reduce susceptibility to stress
corrosion cracking, and provide age hardening.18-22
In this research, iron and copper powders were used to modify the corrosion properties. For this purpose,
the addition of copper powders in proportions of 15% - 75% of the alloying element was studied.

EXPERIMENTAL
Before the manufacturing process, an analysis of the powders was developed in its conditioning process,
including the material's compaction and subsequent sintering. Iron and copper powders of 99.9% purity and
particle size of ~ 80 m was used in the conditioning process. The powders were mixed according to the
following compositions Cu15% -Fe85%, Cu30% -Fe70%, Cu45% -Fe55%, Cu60% -Fe40%, Cu75% Fe25%. The mechanical alloying was made in a hardened steel ball mill with a ball-powder weight ratio of
4:1.
A uniaxial force was applied to utilize a Universal Electromechanical Testing Machine type INSTRON
model 4507 with a maximum load cell of 100 kN. The machine is equipped with a conventional resistance
oven that allows working at maximum temperatures of 1300 °C. A mold was also used that allowed the
controlled compaction of the material at 0.5 mm/s and a load of 7.1x103 kgf/cm².
The powder falls by the gravitational force from the filling device into the mold cavity. The mold is
provided with a cylindrical sleeve with a lower cover held by three screws. The punch was located inside
the jacket and received the load employing a disk in charge of uniformly transporting the force of the
Universal Machine to the powder. Therefore, its geometry was specific, and it was adapted to the upper
plate of the machine.
The mixed powder material was processed in a uniaxial compression method. Subsequently, the compound
was sintered, starting with a heating ramp up to 300 °C in 120 minutes. This temperature is that required
for phase separation in solid polycrystalline Fe-Cu solutions. Then the ramp was raised for 120 minutes
until reaching 500 °C, holding it for 120 minutes.
The damage produced by the effect of the corrosive fluid was determined using potentiodynamic
polarization curves in a Princeton Applied Research™ Versastat II potentiostat-galvanostat equipment. An
electrochemical cell configuration with three electrodes, a reference electrode (Ag/AgCl), a platinum
counter electrode, and a working electrode for the analyzed sample was used. The working solution was
3.5% sodium chloride, simulating marine environment conditions. The potentiodynamic polarization
curves were obtained at a scanning speed of 0.125 mV/s, a voltage ranges of -0.25 V to 0.25 V, and an
exposure area of 1 cm2. The sample was subjected to electrochemical measurement after immersion in test
solution form 30 min at ambient temperature (20 °C) to obtain a stable state.
The surface evaluation was carried out at Confocal Laser Microscope Nikon C1 Plus ECLIPSE Ti. This
technique required metallographic preparation of the specimen until dry polishing with abrasive papers
number 2500 and dry cloth with diamond dust. As attack reagents, the following were used: a) 45 cm 3 of
HCl, 15 cm3 of HNO3, and 20 cm3 of ethanol.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure-1 shows the potentiodynamic polarization curves for the five systems studied. It was found that
systems with low concentrations tend to passivate with high current density and experienced widespread
corrosion.23 Materials with high percentages of copper showed general corrosion processes at the beginning,
and from 130 mV (anodic region), there is an increase in current intensity that can be related to a high
degree of porosity. Therefore, the formation of passivating corrosion products occurs at the beginning of
the anodic zone, stabilizing rapidly. High values of anodic potentials can generate breaks in the passivating
film. Repassivation is not evidenced, allowing corrosive attack by the presence of chlorides. 24
Powder metallurgical materials made up of high percentages of copper in their composition have more
positive potentials and low current densities. However, the samples of the Cu15%-Fe85% and Cu30%Fe70% systems show similar corrosion potentials and currents. The systems Cu45%-Fe55%, Cu60%Fe40%, and Cu75%-Fe25% showed more positive potentials depending on the amount of constitutive
copper in the samples, but the current densities decreased. The behaviour is possibly due to the reaction of
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copper with iron in the sintering process. In the cathode and anodic regions, fluctuations in the current
density values are evidenced, indicating the existence of two or more reactions.

Fig.-1: Potentiodynamic Polarization Curves for the Systems Cu15%-Fe85%, Cu30%-Fe70%, Cu45%- Fe55%,
Cu60%-Fe40% and Cu75%-Fe25% evaluated in Corrosion.

Figure-2 is the result of the analysis deterioration by corrosion. The potentiodynamic curves show that the
mixtures generalized type corrosion due to the passive layers. This passive layer acts synergistically and
inhibits the potentially damaging pitting corrosion process.24 The materials obtained by powder metallurgy
and evaluated for corrosion show lower corrosion rates. The Cu75%-Fe25% system decreased the corrosion
rate values by two orders of magnitude. For the dual evaluation, the corrosion current density was 1.39x10 7
A/cm2 and 1.74x10-5 A/cm2 in the study of corrosion. Reducing the corrosion current is directly related to
the corrosion rate decrease by increasing alloying iron percentage.25 From the results found, it is possible
to infer that the best systems evaluated by corrosive contain the highest percentage of copper content. This
is due to physical-chemical conditions because copper metal oxides are stable to oxidation reactions with
ions present in saline solution. Therefore, the corrosion rate values are related to the studied materials'
chemical and mechanical reactions studied materials' chemical.

Fig.-2: Potentiodynamic Polarization Curves for the Systems Cu15%-Fe85%, Cu30%-Fe70%, Cu45%-Fe55%,
Cu60%-Fe40% and Cu75%-Fe25% evaluated in Wear-corrosion.
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Figure-3a, Fig.-3b, Fig.-3c, Fig.-3d and Fig.-3e shows the micrographs obtained by the atomic force
microscopy technique. The micrographs were taken from the surface of the study materials after the mixing
and sintering processes. The surfaces were polished with abrasive silicon carbide (SiC) papers with a
granulometry of 220, 340, 400, 600, 1200, 1500, and 2000. The final metallographic gloss finish was given
with a polishing machine and 0.05 m alumina.
In the micrographs of Fig.-3, heterogeneous surfaces are observed. The roughness values were determined
for each system studied, resulting in at 857 pm for the 15%Cu-85%Fe system, 848 pm for the 30%Cu70%Fe system, 399 pm 45%Cu-55%Fe system, 175 pm for the 60%Cu-40%Fe system, and 129 pm for the
75%Cu-25%Fe system. In the two systems with greater roughness, pores are observed. In the other systems,
smooth surfaces can be related to the powder metallurgical process, where the pressing process improves
the adherence between the copper particles and facilitates the formation of bonds. Subsequently, the
sintering process homogenizes and fuses the powders.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig.-3: AFM micrographs. (a) Cu15%-Fe85%, (b) Cu30%-Fe70%, (c) Cu45%-Fe55%, (d) Cu60%-Fe40% and
(e) Cu75%-Fe25%.
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Each material sample after the corrosion analysis was characterized by employing Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscopy to determine the degree of damage suffered, as shown in Fig.-4. In Figure-4a, Fig.-4b and Fig.4c the micrographs are observed for the systems Cu15%-Fe85%, Cu30%-Fe70% and Cu45%-Fe55%,
respectively. Surface deterioration is evident due to corrosion with the formation of oxide layers. The
topographic variation indicates the transition from the active zone to the passive zone of the metal due to
electrochemical reactions in the presence of aggressive media such as 3.5% NaCl. Figure-4d and Fig.-4e
correspond to the materials in compositions Cu60%-Fe40% and Cu75%-Fe25%. The study by
potentiodynamic polarization curves allowed us to establish that these two compositions present the best
anticorrosive performance.26,27 However, as indicated, these two material systems show pitting corrosion
due to the breakdown of the protective film due to chlorides' attack. These characteristics are revealed in
the micrographs with greater deterioration in specific points like porous structures.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig.-4: Scanning Confocal Microscopy Micrographs. a) Cu15%-Fe85%, b) Cu30%-Fe70%, c) Cu45%Fe55%, d) Cu60%-Fe40% and e) Cu75%-Fe25%.

CONCLUSION
From the results found, it is possible to infer that the best systems evaluated by corrosive contain the highest
percentage of copper content. This is due to physicochemical conditions because copper metal oxides are
stable to oxidation reactions with ions present in saline solution.
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The smooth surfaces can be related to the powder metallurgical process, where the pressing process
improves the adherence between the copper particles and facilitates the formation of bonds. Subsequently,
the sintering process homogenizes and fuses the powders.
Each material sample after the corrosion analysis was characterized by employing Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscopy to determine the degree of damage suffered Surface. The deterioration is evident due to
corrosion with the formation of oxide layers. The topographic variation indicates the transition from the
active zone to the passive zone of the metal due to electrochemical reactions in the presence of aggressive
media.
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